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ABSTRACT:
The report gives information about the “MonArch” program complex which in addition to the traditional database contains
spatial information about the environment of the archaeological monuments. The results of the long-term multidisciplinary
archaeological prospecting in the north-west of Russia are the basis for the program complex.
The database including data on prehistoric monuments and their environment is the main tool of the investigations. Besides
text information it may include media-data that allows presenting the archaeological materials more fully. The second component of
the program complex is the geo-information system (GIS) which allows to receive interactive maps of micro-regions and to build
3D-models of a landscape. The internal layer of the software is used to link together these two components. For the combination of
these two components in the program complex the layer interface of an intermediate level is used.
These materials allow archaeology to be raised today to a new level of research – the modeling of prehistoric processes.
RÉSUMÉ:
MonArch est un programme complexe constitué d'une base de données textuelles et graphiques, et dґun système de cartes.
La base prend en compte les sites archéologiques ainsi que les renseignements qui ont trait а leur environnement. Dans son état
actuel la base contient les résultats des longues recherches pluridisciplinaires menées dans le bassin de la Dvina et de la Lovat.
La présentation des résultats peut être faite en multimedia sur les cartes GIS interactives et pour certaines micro-régions en
3D. A la racine, un logiciel régule les liens entre la base de données et les cartes. La juxtaposition de l’ensemble de tous ces éléments
permet d'un modèle des processus historiques. Les possibilités offertes par ce système en font un outil de recherche scientifique de
première importance.

1. INTRODUCTION
The computer technologies have been applied to the
archaeology for a long time, since second part of XX century
(Компьютеры в археологии, 1996). The possibility to transfer
paper archives and catalogues, used practically by every
archaeologist to digital form in computer databases. The
databases allowed to store big volume of data which was
impossible to process manually, to retrieve data after many
parameters and to use methods of statistics. Recently the most
part of archaeologists uses databases in their investigations.
From the beginning of 1990s the increasing of productivity of
the personal computers, they availability, the appearance and
wide distribution of GPS results in usage in archaeology of such
resource-consuming technologies as geo-information systems
(GIS). With the help of space data GIS allowed to connect
archaeological and space data, to fix archaeological monuments
of place, to find out the tendencies of their distribution, to
forecast their possible position on unknown territories. Now
this field of computer technologies application in archaeology is
developing in many countries. Problems of GIS-technologies
are discussed on conferences, seminars and round tables, in

archaeological publications. Thus, in modern archaeology many
tasks can be solved: collecting and ordering of information on
monuments from one territory in database, analyzing of the
archaeological monuments distribution in some geographical
and temporal conditions, reconstruction of the paleolandscape
with the help of GIS, fixation of materials in field and 3D
reconstructions with graphic editors, statistical processing of
materials with mathematical packages (Смирнов, 1999).

2. METHODS
The recent tendency consists in creation of the integrated
products. The database of archaeological materials related with
digitized maps is able to analyze data in space and allows
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operates with numerical codes and provides a full description of
an object in multidimensional space that enables a search based
on any combination of any parameters. Database includes both
text data and media data in order to present archaeological
materials as full as possible.

Figure 1. The scheme of interaction of the modules in the
program package
finding out internal tendencies and correlations. The program
package “Monarch” developed at the Department of the
Computer and information technologies of the State Hermitage
Museum presents an example of such products. The program
package is based on complex archaeological and
multidisciplinary prospections which have taken place in the
basin of Upper Dvina and Lovat Rivers and resulted in
discovery and investigation of numerous archaeological
monuments dating as Mesolithic - early Middle age
(Долуханов, 2003; Dolukhanov et al. 2004). These exclusive
materials allow passage to the new level of investigations – to
the modeling of paleohistorical processes including the proving
and constructing of new models.
The main tool for the investigations is database which includes
the main information on archaeological sites and their natural
environment. The description of archaeological objects includes
the following categories: ‘archaeological site’; ‘littoral profiles’;
‘geomorphic setting’; ‘stratigraphy of site’, ‘animal remains’;
‘C-14 age’; ‘structure/dwelling objects’; ‘structural elements’;
‘inner arrangement’; ‘pottery’; ‘lithic implements’; ‘bone and
antler implements’’, ‘metal implements’, ‘amber implements’.
The information about a monument is divided on nine blocks
inside which there are totally 90 parameters. For some
parameters of description there are lists meanings but additions
after user needs are also possible. The usage of lists allows both
fast search on database and the minimization of distinctions
during data input. The model of a monument is described with
the number of archaeological objects, which define its content
and structure (littoral profiles, constructions, holes etc.). The
description of each object includes the physical, structural and
morphological characteristics. The description of each
archaeological object was unified with the use of the same
variables, regardless of chronological or cultural periods and the
material. This was aimed at facilitating the retrieval of the
fullest possible information, the initial classification and the
creation of new knowledge. This basic principle of the
normalized data description enables one to avoid the
typological series, which are often, nothing less than the
imposition on the material of preconceived concepts. In contrast
to traditional relational tables, our hierarchical data model

The data processing is available as inside the database
and outside with help of any statistic package of other
special program. For example, the results of
dendrochronological analysis of the wooden samples
from the Neolithic peat bog dwellings on the northwest of
the east European plain. It was not provided by some
analogies or previous dendroscales for the region. That is
why only a local floating chronology could be
constructed. The conservation of neolithic wood in the
peat is perfect but there are many difficulties in fixation
and measuring of tree-rings. Wood is soft and not
available for cutting and polishing and became very fast
deformed after changing of environment, more over
author allowed new methods of the comparison of the
tree-rings series based on the fuzzy logic. Type of wood
samples was defined after the microstructure of wood,
then some parts of fur-tree constructions were taken for
analysis and very simple algorithm of comparison
resulted in very fast identification of the groups of
construction of among numerous traces of constructions
in the same place. There were 20 tree samples from
dwells and 23 14-C dates to check our hypothesis. It
seems to be not many but each of them required the work
of diver during the underwater excavations. The
preliminary result shows, that the complex analysis of the
data including 14-C dates for the same wood samples
found out the possibility of the construction of floating
dendroscale, the possibility of the relative correlation of
the dendroscale to the calendar dates, the possibility of
the chronological identification of the archaeological
materials after differences in technology and
ornamentation of ceramics, and made available the back
checking of 14-C dates by dendrochronological data and
analysis of ceramics.
The second component of the program package is the GIStechnology. The results of the prospection of the archaeological
monuments and geological sections (Kul’kova, 2001) have
precise geographical location, which makes possible their
positioning on the electronically digitised map. It is very
important to have paleolanscape maps in digitised form, not as
simple illustrations. That is why the information on
archaeological monuments is transferred to the digitised
topographical maps simultaneously with data on archaeological
landscapes. The scalability of maps is provided by this
digitizing of the topographical maps. This method allows to get
dynamically the interactive maps of microregions and to
construct 3D-models of landscape.
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Figure 2. The input-output form of the block "Stratigraphy"

Figure 3. The input-output form of the block "Artefacts"

The following approach was realized during the program
package “Monarch” development. All attributes of the
archaeological monuments and included objects are stored in
separate database. The same database includes geographical
coordinates of objects. The data on landscape is included in

database of the GIS. For the connection of these two
components the interface layer of the software is used. This
layer is necessary to adopt the package to various GIS. So, the
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Figure 4. 3D-model of the archaeological microregion in Serteya basin
•

program package “Monarch” can be divided on three levels
(fig. 1). The software components of each level interact only
with software from near-by layer. The components of the upper
layer are responsible for input, edit, search and presentation of
all attributes of the archaeological monuments and are not
related with GIS (fig. 2, 3). The main task of the level – multiuser data input in database. The presentation of the data on map
requires creating some query, which will be transferred to the
next level. The modules of the interface level are interpreting
this query after the properties of the GIS and pass them to the
lower level on which the information is presenting on the
electronic map (fig. 4).
The realized approach to the development of the search and
retrieval system provides the independence from some only one
GIS, that means that we can change GIS saving data. From the
one hand, in this case only the software of the intermediate layer
will be changed. From the other hand, if on the working place
there is no need of the presentations of data on the digitized
maps, it is possible to install only the software of the upper
layer and reduce the expences.
The program package “Monarch” is developed with help of
client-server database Oracle 8i (versions Oracle 7.3 – 10 are
also avalable). The upper layer software, which is responsible
for the data management is developed with the help of oracle
Forms 6i. The GIS component is functioning in environment of
ESRI ArcView 3.1.

To make search of archaeological monuments on
different criteria (dating, location, structure etc.) and
to compile report for scientific research;
•
To create the series of the interactive digitised maps
on separate microregions presenting the changes in
the site topography and in their houshold structure
related with water level fluctuation in hydrosystem;
To design the 3D-models of landscape at the different stages of
its formation displaying the archaeological monuments.
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